
Name the following note values:

    e = eighth note        h = half note    

    q   = quarter note    w = whole note

1.
œ w

J

œ ˙ œ ˙ w

J

œ

Right Hand Finger Letters:
thumb = p    middle = m
index = i      ring = a                     

Left Hand Finger Numbers:
index = 1        ring = 3
middle = 2     pinky = 4

w

3.
œ ˙

J

œ

& œ

Identify the following notes by letter name:

1.

œ

œ

œ
œ

œ
& œ

2.

œ œ

œ
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œ
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Write the Left hand finger numbers for the given finger:    

1. index:            ring:                middle:          pinky:

2. pinky:            middle:            ring:              index:

3. middle:         pinky:              index:            ring:

Write the Right hand finger letter for the given finger

1. thumb:            ring:            middle:              index:

2. middle:           thumb:           ring:                index:

3. ring:                index:          thumb:              middle:

What do the following dynamic indications mean:

p:                                                                            pp:                                                        fff:

mf:                                                                         mp:                                                       ppp:

mp:                                                                        f:                                                            p:

f:                                                                            mf:                                                        fff:
    

ppp: really really soft        pp: really soft        p: soft        mp: medium soft        mf: medium loud        f: loud        ff: really loud        fff: really really loud

Performance Portion:

Be able to sit in perfect playing position
Be able to play thumb strokes and index strokes with good tone
Be able to play a portion of "Motion Study" indicated by your teacher
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2. What do the following dynamic indications mean:
        ex. fff - really really loud

p ____________________________                                ff ______________________

f _____________________________                              ppp_____________________    

mf ___________________________

4. Label with the proper number or letter:

Left hand index finger ____    Right hand middle finger ____    Right hand index finger ____

Left hand pinky ____               Right hand thumb ____               Left hand middle finger ____

Left hand ring finger ____

Performance Portion:

1. Sit in perfect playing position.

2. Play 4 thumb strokes and 4 index strokes with good tone

3. Play portion of "Motion Study" indicated by teacher.
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